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With its private plot, pleasant
surrounding greenery and
prestigious position along

Chorley New Road, No. 7, Old
Clough Hall is a home with all
the benefits of a rural setting,

with none of the isolation.
 
 
 

Pull up along the broad, golden gravel
driveway, securely set within a layer of

soakaway crating for drainage and
flanked by mature, colourful borders
and manicured lawns. Ahead, a double

garage provides parking and storage, its
Tudoresque gable setting the scene for

the grand, welcoming home that awaits
beyond.

 
Make your way indoors, through the

bespoke storm door, glazed and flanked
by leaded side lights, drawing light
through to the entrance hall for a

warm and inviting welcome home.
 



OWNER QUOTE: “It feels very
welcoming, the grandkids love being

here, it’s a proper home.” 
 



Newly decorated and dressed in warmly
toned Oriental design luxury wallpaper,

the entrance hall exudes a stylishly
calming embrace. Real wood effect

ceramic tiles are practical and robust,
warmed through by underfloor heating
which runs throughout the mainstay of

the ground floor. Inset spotlighting
casts glow on the contemporary

spindled stairs, ascending to the first
floor, with storage cupboard beneath.

 
Stash your coat in the built-in storage

cabinet with hanging rails and shelving
for shoes in the chic cloakroom,

located through the solid oak door on
the right. 

 
Furnished with a Royal Doulton wash

basin, set within a glazed worktop before
metallic mosaic tiles, with vanity unit

storage beneath. A large mirror reflects
light, while Venetian blinds dress the

side window with privacy.





Ahead and left from the entrance
hall, glazed oak double doors open

into the sumptuous sitting room.
Styled in an elegant, sophisticated

fashion, cream carpet extends
underfoot for an inviting, calming

mood, whilst the chandelier
lighting above adds a touch of

understated opulence for a formal
feel.

 
Encapsulating the heartwarming
ambience of a traditional lounge,
the log-burning stove infuses the
room with toasty cheer, perfect

for snuggling up on one of three
sofas and in front of a Christmas

movie. 
 

Beyond the bay window, bask in
blissful views of the large,

landscaped garden, brimming with
lush foliage throughout the

summer months. 
 





Flow through a set of glazed double doors into the true hub of the home; the modern dining-kitchen extension.
 

The epitome of a contemporary family culinary space, this capaciously sized, sleekly styled kitchen has it all. 
 
 



Centrally set, a large island features
five stools to one end, ideal for

gathering when the grandchildren
come over for dinner. Set to another

end of the island, a pair of stools
forms the bar area, the perfect place

for convivial chatter over a glass of
chilled wine, poured directly from
the handy wine cooler, beneath the

ambient glow of industrial style
pendant lighting. Glass shelving next

to the bar provides all the crystal
ware you require.

 
A wall of sleek, floor to ceiling

cabinetry provides a plethora of
storage for all your essentials,
whilst also housing an array of

fitted Miele appliances including a
fridge, freezer and trio of ovens

including two conventional ovens,
microwave oven and plate warmer.





Inset within the central island,
within the Corian worktops, discover

an induction hob, 1.5 stainless steel
sink and an instant boiling Quooker
tap. Two dishwashers are set to either

side of the sink
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OWNER QUOTE: “We practically live
in here, I love the space. It’s a very

practical kitchen.”



For celebrations and formal
occasions, an extendable dining
table is set before the bifolding

doors, allowing the party to spill
outside onto the patio for alfresco

feasting and barbecues in the
summer months. 

 
With space for sofas and armchairs,

snuggle down after dinner
beneath the opulent glow of the

crystal chandelier. Inset within the
wall, a Dru log-effect, living flame,
glass encased fire adds an intimate

chalet feel, beneath the vaulted
ceiling, replete with automatic

sensor Velux windows. Above the
fireplace, a recessed media alcove

provides space for a large
television and speakers.





Slip through to the substantially sized
utility room, effectively a

supplementary kitchen, fitted with a
selection of solid wood cabinets and
featuring an integrated Siemens oven

and steam oven. Also accommodating a
large wine rack, Belfast sink and

plumbing for washing machine and
dryer, step easily out to the rear garden

to air the freshly laundered clothes. 

Back in the hallway. step through to
the peaceful study, where a seated bay

window draws light in alongside
verdant views of the front garden.

Watch for post whilst working from
home, quietly tucked away from the

main entertaining spaces of the home.
An elegant light fitting adds
character and illumination.

Formerly a playroom, next door to the
cloakroom, double doors open to

reveal a second study, showcasing this
home’s true versatility and potential to

evolve with the owner’s lifestyle.



 
French doors open up onto a
gravelled patio area outside,

creating an immediate connection
with the lush green garden beyond.

Out in the garden a sumptuous
summer house also provides an
alternative option for those
working from home. Once a

children’s playhouse, ideal for
sleepovers, it is now a home gym and
yoga studio. A truly adaptable home

to suit all walks of life and
providing plenty of scope for home

working situations.
 
 

Returning to the entrance hall,
ascend the spindled staircase, bathed

in light courtesy of a light tunnel
above, to the landing. Oriental

shimmering gold wallpaper evokes a
boutique hotel feel, setting the mood

for slumber.
 



Turning right, discover the Laura Ashley bedroom, dressed in soothing duck egg tones and overlooking the front garden and its
foliage through a duo of windows. Serenely styled, with ample space for a wardrobe and double bed, this is the ultimate guest

bedroom.
 



Next door, refresh and revive in the
Laufen fitted bathroom, where a

contemporary bathtub provides a
soothing spot in which to soak away

your cares. Turn on the central
waterfall tap and sink into luxury; a

retractable shower attachment is
ideal for washing hair. Surrounded

by bubbles, catch up on your
favourite shows on the integrated

TV. Bathroom bliss.
 



Nestled beside the bathroom is a sunny twin bedroom, eclectically decorated in muted grey and buttercup tones. 



A spacious second bedroom embodies
a brooding feel, decorated deep

tones and with views out over the
front garden. Alongside feature

décor, built-in wardrobes match the
freestanding bedside units. 

 
Step through into the

monochromatically styled ensuite,
featuring shower, wash basin and WC

alongside a chrome heated towel
radiator. Granite ceramic tiled

flooring underfoot complements the
tiling to the walls for a stylish

finish.



Seek sanctuary in the master
bedroom, peacefully set to the rear

with windows framing verdant views
of the garden. Elegantly dressed in

striped, pastel wallpaper, this calming
retreat embodies a classic feel. A

striking crystal chandelier, a motif
seen in rooms throughout the home,
creates a luxury finish. Storage is in
plentiful supply with two walls of

built-in wardrobes to hand. 
 

Step beneath the arched alcove to
freshen up in the ensuite. Start the

day with an invigorating spritz
beneath the rainfall shower in the

wet-room style walk-in glass
enclosure. 

 
Fully tiled, emerge from the shower

onto the warmth of underfloor
heating and pluck a fluffy towel

from the chrome heated radiator. A
wash basin, LED mirror and WC also

feature.





Returning downstairs, step outside
from the family kitchen, where the
bifolding doors open to reveal an

entertaining haven. Landscaped into
two levels, the patio area features

paving and neat areas of gravel for
an aesthetically captivating appeal.

 
OWNER QUOTE: “We wanted there to be
plenty of space for furniture, which

is why we designed a large patio area.”
 

Gravelled areas host a collection of
desert style planting and grasses,

whilst mature trees provide privacy
and screening to the boundary.

 
Lawn areas to the front and rear are
the ideal playground for children to

kick a ball and run around. 



Relax with a glass of fizz in the
sunken hot tub, inset in decking to

the side of the patio, accessed along a
gravel pathway and privately tucked

back behind a screen of trees. 
 

Fitted with power and lights, the
detached timber summerhouse

provides another versatile room.
Perfect as an outdoor office, or

garden bar, it currently serves as a
yoga studio, lined with mirrors.

 

OWNER QUOTE: “We wanted there to
be plenty of space for furniture,
which is why we designed a large

patio area.”
 





Out and about

Surrounded by greenery, step out of the
front door and turn left to amble
through woodland to High Rid
Reservoir, ideal for dog owners looking
for an everyday walk on their doorstep.

OWNER QUOTE: “You can walk for ages up
towards Rivington.”

Work up an appetite with a walk to The
Retreat, Fanny’s (The Victoria Inn) or
Luciano’s. The Middlebrook Retail Park is
only a short drive away and is well
stocked with a variety of shops, cinemas
and eateries.

Commute into the city with ease, only a 10
to 15 minute walk from Lostock Station
and its rail links to Bolton and
Manchester. No. 7, Old Clough Hall is also
only a short distance from local golf
and tennis clubs.

Families are in prized position, within easy
reach of the highly acclaimed Bolton
School and Clevelands Preparatory
School.
 
With ample space for children to grow,
No. 7 Old Clough Hall is truly a warm
and welcoming family home at heart,
stylishly finished and furnished with all
the designer elements to make grown up
life equally as fun.

Book your viewing today.
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